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One person's trash is another's treasure. That's a fact of life that the Junkmarket gals know only too

well. Through their annual Minneapolis fleamarket, The Junk Bonanza, web site

junkmarketstyle.com, and tireless touring, Sue Whitney and Ki Nassauer have helped countless

devotees transform junk into one-of-a-kind furnishings and accessories. Working their magic on

every room of the house--from kitchen to home office--they present conversational case studies that

introduce the clients and explore their needs. With characteristic humor in tow, they take readers

through each renovation adventure, from shopping for recycled materials to the actual construction

projects. Junk Beautiful also includes a complete materials lists, plus paint chips and fabric

swatches, so that everything can be recreated down to the last delicious detail.
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"Assembled by the masters of junk, this visual, how-to book is overflowing with ideas that are fresh,

original and fun! If you are tired of living in a cookie-cutter home that looks like a page from a

catalog, then this book is definitely for you." -Danny Seo, author of the "Simply Green" series "In

today's desposable world it's refreshing to see the ingenuity and creativity illustrated by Junk

Beautiful, where ordinary, mundance or seemingly hopeless items are transformed into fabulously

functional repurposed pieces. This book is a must-have for all garage sale, flea market, thrift store

junkies!" Tim Luke of HGTV's "Cash In the Attic" "There are some people who can take garbage

and turn it into a beautiful work of art or piece of furniture; the Junkmarket Gals are that type of



people. In their new book, "Junk Beautiful ($21.95, Taunton Press), authors Sue Whitney and Ki

Nassauer provide a guide for how they do it. The book offers tips, step-by-step instructions, photos

and illustrations to keep you on track." --The Austin American-Statesman "Junk Beautiful," by Sue

Whitney and Ki Nassauer (The Taunton Press, $21.95), has some attractive tricks. Probably the

most famous junkers in America, the two founded JUNKMARKET, a retail business, and

www.junkmarketstyle.com. They are contributing editors for Country Home magazine. Whitney

gives several tips for how to avoid bringing home the whole junkyard when you are looking for junk.

You should keep a list of what you need, then only buy junk that can be adapted to the cause. Wait

for the right piece of junk; don't buy something you don't love just to fill a space. But the

oneunforgettable tip on that list: Architectural remnants are like handbags. You can never have too

many." --Daily Herald, Chicago "One person's junk is Sue Whitney and Ki Nassauer's treasure. The

two flea-market enthusiasts founded Junkmarket, a Minnesota company that specializes in finding

new uses for quirky old castoffs. They're contributing editors to Country Home magazine and

frequent TV guests, and now they're sharing ideas in their new book, Junk Beautiful. The book

focuses on rooms the two have made over using recycled trash. In their inventive hands, a steering

wheel becomes a lazy Susan, tambourines double as snack holders and old hand drills become

hooks for a coat rack. Their refurbished finds all have a vintage feel, but Whitney and Nassauer

make them work in all sorts of home styles. nstructions are included for a selection of the projects,

so you can try your hand at cast-off creativity, too." --Akron Beacon Journal (Akron, Ohio) "Detailed

before-and-after color photos document how to restyle rooms with inexpensive recycled objects; a

chicken feeder retooled as a seasonings shelf, a beat-up kitchen island that gets new life as an arts

and crafts table and an old flour mill cart that becomes a coffee table. (The book also includes the

paint colors used on walls, trim and furniture in the rooms. Nice touch.) Some of the authors'

off-the-wall decorating tricks may not be your style -- say, a collection of whisk brooms as window

treatment. But the dynamic duo (who are contributing editors to Country Home magazine, regularly

appear on TV and run www.junkmarketstyle.com) seem to have bottomless talent for repurposing

junk." --Minneapolis Star Tribune

Sue Whitney founded JUNKMARKET in 2000 in response to a need in the marketplace for utilizing

vintage finds stylishly in your home. Her company's vision was pretty and practical design through

affordable re-use. She grew the company at a rapid rate and it was not long before JUNKMARKET

was the national leader in the industry, and it remains so today. Sue has authored three successful

titles (Decorating JunkMarket Style, Junk Beautiful, and Junk Beautiful: Outdoor Edition), and her



4thâ€”Junk Beautiful: Furniture ReFreshed is due out fall 2017. She has produced columns for

Country Home and Country Gardens magazines, produced her own special interest magazine

issue, and contributed to dozens of other publishers. She is the founder of JUNKMARKET Style, a

large online community of about 42,000 loyal members, and is active on Facebook, with 8,500 likes.

Sue is a veteran public speaker and she knows her way around a television studio. She has been

on the Today show multiple times and appeared regularly on HGTV's Country Style. She is also a

paid speaker and consultant to vintage shows around the country. In spring of 2015, Sue launched

her own show, Uncorked JUNKMARKET Style.

Loved finding this book to replace the one I had that got ruined in storage

I am doing some major reno to my house and it has been so helpful.

I really like this one. "Junk" that has a beauty of it's own, interspersed with other dÃ©cor, giving the

rooms a real, lived-in feel, not like some of the staged rooms seen in decorating books. I would feel

good in any room of this book.

I have enjoyed Sue Whitney's previous books and own her Junk Beautiful interiors book. I love

those books -- such inspiration and wonderful practical ideas to create a truly personalized one of

kind home.I'm prepared to be roasted, given the affection Sue Whitney enjoys by so many, but I

have to give my honest opinion about this most recent publication. I was a little disappointed. I'm not

sure if it's the photography or what it is, but some of the stuff just looks JUNKY and not very

beautiful or cool. Some of the ideas seemed a little silly -- like the old bottles sticking of of pegs on a

post on p. 34. There are so many more wonderful ways to use pretty bottles outdoors, but this just

looks cheesy. The chuck wagon cookout idea on pages 101 forward was a waste of space. Ugly,

tacky.That said, Sue shows her true genius in many profiles. She has a real gift for lighting. The egg

carrier chandelier on p. 55 is fantastic. The hanging bed on p. 132 is very cool. Some of her best

ideas are the simplest: the stool turned upside down and topped with a glass top to make a table on

p. 162 is an easy, quick idea that anybody could do in a second.

If you appreciate creative junk minds, you'll certainly love the way this pair seemlessly puts together

fun thrifty finds.I highly recommend this book.



This book has good pictures and good ideas. The ideas are fun & creative and in general I like

these Junk Beautiful/Junkmarket style series of books. There are many ideas that have been seen

before, but there are a lot of new ideas as well. There is also a lot of good advice on where & how to

find supplies. This book is written well and isn't dull or boring.

Just an OK compilation of outdoor decorating ideas using found or reclaimed junk. I was

disappointed in the creativity. Nothing really surprised me. If you are a total newcomer to

re-purposing, maybe you will like it. Could make a good gift book.

I have ordered several of the junk books. Nothing new here. Great used book site. Highly

recommended.
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